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During the last decade, the use of Artificial Insemination (AI) has become common as producers wish to realize the benefits of AI within their herds. Among others, these benefits include the use of genetically superior boars, a reduction in disease transmission and a lower boar housing cost.

Careful attention to detail is required to successfully use AI in a production system. A successful AI program depends on effective heat detection, proper hygiene, correct handling and storage of insemination doses, and proper insemination technique.

The following is a checklist to ensure a successful A.I. Program.

Temperature Fluctuations

Temperature changes are harmful to boar sperm and must be avoided. Cold shock is a rapid decrease in the temperature of the sperm from its current temperature, and heat shock is a rapid increase in the temperature of the sperm from its current temperature. These sudden changes are very detrimental to the health of the sperm.

Examples of cold and heat shock would be placing a tube of extended semen that was stored at 17°C on top of a window ledge, counter or penning in the winter or on top of a heated window ledge in the summer. Insemination doses must also be protected from cold or hot drafts in the barn as these can also damage the sperm.

These drafts are often around fans and doorways.

Attention to detail is an important part of every A.I. program including a good laboratory.

In order to prevent temperature changes in semen doses while inseminating, the doses should be removed from the 17°C storage cabinet and placed into a plastic cooler. This cooler is then used to transport and store the semen in the breeding barn. The temperature of this cooler should be stabilized by placing two or more gel ice packs in it that were also stored in the 17°C storage cabinet. This will maintain an even temperature in the cooler that is safe for the sperm. Due to the risks of cold and heat shock, each insemination dose should not be removed from the cooler in the barn until just before it is needed for insemination.

Multiple small changes in temperature and reversal of the direction of temperature change of a semen dose are also harmful. For this reason, only the number of doses that will actually be used for insemination should be removed from the 17°C storage cabinet and placed into the plastic cooler to be taken out to the sows. When the insemination
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doses are moved from the 17°C storage cabinet to the plastic cooler, they will slowly begin to warm up, even though gel ice packs that were stored in the 17°C storage cabinet were placed in the cooler with the sperm. If some of the doses are not used for insemination and are returned to the 17°C storage cabinet, they will cool to 17°C. This reversal of temperature change should be avoided.

The use of storage cabinets and portable coolers to control the temperature of the extended semen has an additional benefit. Ultraviolet light can also damage the sperm and these containers minimize the exposure to these harmful rays.

Inseminator Fatigue
Inseminator fatigue occurs when a breeding technician inseminates too many animals in a short time period. After 10 consecutive inseminations/technician, farrowing rates begin to drop. A good target is for 7-8 inseminations/technician/hour with each insemination taking 5-7 minutes. A short break should be scheduled after every hour. This can be accomplished by loading the plastic cooler with no more doses than can be inseminated in an hour. At the end of the hour, the technician receives a break from inseminating by having to return to the 17°C storage cabinet to pick up more doses and fresh gel packs. This also helps to avoid the multiple small changes in temperature and reversal of the direction of temperature change of a semen dose previously described.

Heat checking and Insemination Timing
While heat checking in the presence of a boar, a sow in standing heat will exhibit the standing reflex for 10 – 15 minutes following stimulation. For the following hour or so, she will not stand again, even in the presence of a boar. Care must be taken to avoid having the boar too far ahead of the AI technician while heat checking and breeding. If the boar is too far down the sow line the sows will be stimulated too early, when the breeding technician cannot observe for estrus. Sows in heat may then not be showing signs of estrus by the time the technician reaches them. This can result in incorrectly determining a sow is not in heat, even though she is. Restricting access by the boar to just a few sows ahead of the one currently being inseminated by using gates or boards will greatly reduce the chance of a sow becoming refractory to additional stimulation and missing her heat.

Moving sows following insemination
If sows must be moved following breeding, move either during the first 3 days after breeding or after the 30th day of gestation. The period
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pens. We attributed these to dunging on the solid floor and the failure of feces to work through the slats, leading to slippery conditions. We addressed these by changing to solid penning between lying areas and adding sprinklers over the slats. The problem has largely been resolved. In our case lameness in the ESF system was due to poor management within that system, rather than the system itself. Once managed properly, the problem disappeared. We identified animal flow problems within the ESF system when we increased the number of gilts being brought in for another study. We had to modify our training procedures to accommodate this challenge. Again, as in any system, problems need to be identified and corrective action taken.

The greatest production difference observed was the reduction in farrowing rate in the Pre-implant grouping treatment. Compared to Stalls, a 6-7% reduction in productivity was observed.

Producers may choose to live with this reduction, either due to legislative or contract requirement to move animals out of stalls within a week of breeding, or because of personal preference. To achieve similar levels of piglet production, those using a Pre-implant grouping program would have to increase breedings by 5-6 sows per 100. Those that return would be bred again, likely 3-4 weeks later. The net effect on herd size would be less than 2%, although breeding labour and supplies would be up.

The Post-implant grouping treatment increased productivity slightly, particularly in older sows. In this case farrowing rate is similar to Stalls but live litter size seems to be increased. The same production as in Stalls, in terms of live piglets, could be achieved with 2% fewer sows. The Post-implant grouping management does involve an additional movement of sows if separate breeding and gestation stalls are used.

The Bottom Line
Additional production data are being collected through another two reproductive cycles. We are also assessing the level and nature of injuries at various times during gestation and lactation in all treatments. Cortisol concentrations following re-grouping and at several points during gestation are being determined to assess both acute and chronic stress. The social behaviour of animals during and subsequent to re-grouping is also being studied to identify animals at risk. Although all of these measures need to be considered before making an assessment of the animals’ welfare, the production results thus far collected indicate that animals in ESF systems, particularly mature sows under a post-implantation grouping management program, can perform as well as (or slightly better) than those in stalls. Our experience has been that with any system it is necessary to identify problems and implement solutions.